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169!“Pues!¿en!qué!ha!estado!el!delito,!si!aun!lo!que!es!lícito!a!las!mujeres!.!.!.!no!hago!yo!.!.!.!”!(90).!!!
!
 
182!
La!Respuesta(a(Sor(Filotea(provides!insightful!and!incriminating!evidence!of!
Sor!Juana’s!notion!of!female!involvement!in!hierarchical!power!dynamics.!
Superficially,!the!nun!followed!all!necessary!rhetorical!stratagems!as!a!method!of!
cloaking!her!corrective!intentions,!yet!her!clear!departure!from!affective!modesty!
was!only!exacerbated!by!her!correction!of!male!interpretation!of!scripture.!Sor!
Juana!was!fully!cognizant!of!the!transgressive!nature!behind!her!critique!of!the!
Institution,!which!only!makes!her!approach!to!redacting!La(Respuesta!all!the!more!
confusing!in!terms!of!understanding!the!nun’s!persona.!The!modern!critic!may!find!
it!difficult!to!attribute!her!boldness!to!a!lack!of!understanding!the!severity!of!her!
statements.!After!all,!Sor!Juana!was!able!to!use!both!logic!based!on!male!
understanding!as!well!as!the!appropriate!tools!for!female!expression,!completely!
comprehending!both,!in!order!to!present!a!fundamental!gendered!flaw!that!she!
identified!in!the!Church.!For!the!first!time!in!the!New!World,!the!inferior!female!had!
an!official!platform!to!criticize!the!very!men!who!provided!her!the!permission!to!
write.!This!opportunity!reverses!Fernández’s!ironic!encouragement!to!write!her!
opinion!in!the!La(carta(atenagórica,!and!serves!as!a!much!wider!scale!critique!than!
her!ideas!about!Vieira.!Ultimately,!Sor!Juana’s!refusal!to!exclusively!pursue!either!
the!cloister!like!Santa!Teresa!or!avoid!the!convent!altogether!and!live!as!a!man!like!
Catalina!de!Erauso,!solidified!her!image!of!disobedience!and!deviation!from!
traditional!monasticism.!Although!Sor!Juana!turns!to!humility!rhetoric!at!certain!
points!in!La(Respuesta,(the!loss!of!her!Spanish!patrons!and!her!inability!to!properly!
negotiate!power!led!to!her!silence.!
!
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CHAPTER(V(
(
Conclusions:(Inclinations(Toward(Good(or(Evil(
!
! As!originally!postulated!in!the!introduction!to!this!study,!early!modern!
women!could!enter!the!space!of!power!and!autonomy!either!through!an!excessive!
adherence!to!monastic!expectations!or!by!rejecting!norms!of!feminine!behavior!
altogether.!Moreover,!women!who!utilized!either!of!these!modes!of!empowerment!
had!to!recognize!the!ecclesiastic!mentality!regarding!the!dangerous!inclinations!of!
females!in!the!male!sphere.!Santa!Teresa!de!Ávila,!Catalina!de!Erauso,!and!Sor!Juana!
Inés!de!la!Cruz!demonstrated!their!familiarity!with!this!male!concern!definitively!by!
revealing!what!men!would!interpret!as!feminine!weakness.!Knowledge!of!the!
limitations!of!the!female!gender!in!the!convent!provoked!both!Santa!Teresa!and!Sor!
Juana!to!affect!the!conventual!norm!of!false!humility,!while!in!the!secular!space!
Catalina!avoided!the!requirement!of!gender!deprecation!by!concealing!her!biological!
identity!for!as!long!as!possible.!Whether!they!reinforced!Catholic!dogma!or!the!
superiority!of!men,!female!religious!could!use!male!beliefs!about!feminine!
inclination!toward!sin!to!their!advantage.!The!ultimate!critical!curiosity!when!
viewing!these!women!in!reference!to!gender,!hierarchy,!and!institutionalized!power!
is!whether!or!not!we!can!consider!their!appropriation!of!the!male!space!as!a!success!
or!a!failure,!and!what!the!individual!experiences!of!these!three!women,!regardless!of!
the!geographical,!social,!and!religious!differences!in!their!conventual!and!secular!
interactions,!can!reveal!about!the!other!two.!!!
!
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! While!scholars!have!separately!studied!Santa!Teresa,!Catalina,!and!Sor!Juana!
from!various!critical!disciplines,!interpreting!their!texts!collectively!provides!a!
clearer!view!not!only!of!how!females!could!circumvent!the!patriarchy!in!similar!
ways!both!in!the!Iberian!Peninsula!and!the!New!World,!but!it!also!shows!what!types!
of!transgressive!behaviors!were!more!tolerable!in!the!eyes!of!the!Church.!In!other!
words,!the!potentially!sinful!or!blasphemous!identities!studied!in!this!dissertation!
reveal!almost!as!much!about!the!Institution!as!they!do!about!Santa!Teresa,!Catalina,!
and!Sor!Juana.!From!the!confessorial!perspective,!the!inheritance!of!Eve’s!inclination!
toward!evil!was!inevitable!for!all!women.!The!key!to!success!in!the!male!space!was!
to!prove!that!their!inclination!was!gender!normative.!!!
! Ultimately,!hierarchical!problems!arose!because!clerics!associated!Eve’s!
perceived!inclination!towards!evil!and!disobedience!with!the!three!clear!yet!distinct!
inclinations!of!Santa!Teresa,!Catalina,!and!Sor!Juana.!I!attribute!the!success!of!Santa!
Teresa!and!Catalina,!and!the!eventual!silence!of!Sor!Juana!to!a!phenomenon!that!
each!nun!experienced,!the!idea!of!an!inevitable!attraction!to!knowledge.!
Individually,!these!nuns!were!inclined!to!either!acquire!the!wisdom!of!God!directly!
from!the!source!without!the!aid!of!man,!to!experience!the!world!through!free!
movement,!or!to!explore!divinity!through!the!study!of!secular!texts.!These!
inclinations,!all!largely!and!exclusively!linked!to!clerical,!scholarly,!or!male!privilege,!
proved!to!be!problematic!for!these!women!as!each!of!them,!to!a!degree,!disregard!
male!entitlement!and!pursue!their!own!agenda!either!in!the!cloister!or!the!secular!
space.!!
!
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! Despite!the!variation!in!their!stories,!the!inclination!of!each!woman!reveals!a!
great!deal!about!the!experiences!of!the!three!women!as!individually!different,!but!
equally!interpreted!by!men!as!possible!threats!to!the!ecclesiastic!hierarchy.!The!
most!logical!question!regarding!these!women!is:!If!Santa!Teresa,!Catalina,!and!Sor!
Juana!truly!posed!a!threat!to!the!hierarchy,!why!were!two!out!of!the!three!allowed!
to!continue!in!the!pursuit!of!their!own!ideal?!The!primary!distinction!is!found!in!the!
degree!of!danger!posed!by!each!nun!to!the!ultimate!control!of!the!Church.!Santa!
Teresa!reinforced!Catholic!standards!and!even!went!on!to!be!a!Carmelite!reformer.!
Similarly,!but!from!a!wildly!different!angle,!Catalina!de!Erauso!also!upheld!the!
standards!of!patriotism!and!the!Catholic!fight!for!the!conversion!of!the!indigenous!
peoples.!Conversely,!Sor!Juana!threatened!the!divinely!awarded!authority!of!the!
Censor,!the!bishop,!and!the!archbishop!of!New!Spain!by!directly!challenging!the!
interpretational!abilities!of!all!men!in!the!Institution!of!the!Church.!I!attribute!the!
longevity!they!achieved,!or!lack!thereof,!in!the!authoritative!space!to!their!ability!to!
align!their!inclinations!with!appropriate!gender!norms.!Although!the!behavior!of!
Santa!Teresa,!Catalina,!and!Sor!Juana!aroused!male!suspicion!regarding!their!
compliance!with!Catholic!standards,!the!hierarchy!could!pardon!and!even!enable!
their!entrance!into!the!male!world!if!they!could!logically!link!their!inclination!to!
Catholicism!and!gender!normative!behavior.!The!women!who!are!able!to!
simultaneously!appeal!to!the!male!perspective!of!feminine!weakness!and!attribute!
their!inclination!to!the!divine!were!able!to!protect!themselves!from!punishment.!!(
!
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( Santa!Teresa!presents!herself!as!a!champion!of!conformity!in!regards!to!
Tridentine!norms.!Her!inclination(to!seek!the!knowledge!of!God!directly!without!the!
aid!of!a!male!mediator!was!a!moderately!safe!and!completely!successful!means!to!
appropriate!power.!The!emotionally!charged!element!of!Mysticism!corresponded!to!
her!gender!and!had!historical!precedence!among!men!and!women!in!the!Church.!
Her!ecstasies!only!partially!raised!suspicion!because!of!the!commonalities!with!
Illuminism.!The!saint!masks!her!seemingly!heretical!prayer!practice!and!the!use!of!
instructive!rhetoric!in!two!primary!forms.!The!first!is!her!observance!of!the!
monastic!structures!of!the!vida(espiritual.(In!her!willingness!to!submit!to!her!
confessors’!demands!to!write!the!story!of!her!life!from!sin!to!conversion,!Santa!
Teresa!presents!herself!as!a!submissive!nun.!In!redacting!Libro(de(la(vida,!she!is!able!
to!continuously!refer!to!her!writing!as!an!obedient!act.!The!references!to!her!
compliance!serve!as!a!reminder!to!her!readers!that!she!does!not!write!of!her!own!
volition.!!
! The!second!way!that!Santa!Teresa!softens!the!reception!of!her!inclination!
was!through!the!proper!and!excessive!use!of!humility!rhetoric.!The!saint!professes!
her!extreme!ignorance!and!defers!interpretational!right!to!her!confessors,!the!
opposite!of!Sor!Juana.!Teresa!particularly!turns!to!the!concept!of!holy!ignorance!in!
order!to!cloak!her!role!as!instructor!of!her!own!interiority!and!as!corrector!of!the!
ecclesiastic!role!of!her!Dominican!confessor.!Although!she!uses!the!story!of!his!
sexual!immorality!as!anecdotal!advice!for!other!men,!she!parallels!her!role!as!
interpreter!of!male!religious!experience!with!the!idea!of!female!as!man’s!sexual!
!
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temptress.!In!referring!to!the!female!as!the!source!of!the!male’s!temptation,!she,!as!a!
woman,!highlights!the!female!inclination!towards!evil!while!simultaneously!
underscoring!her!mystic!experience!as!divine.!Her!attention!to!offsetting!her!
episodes!of!instruction!with!humility!and!her!gender>appropriate!mystic!subject!
matter!are!key!to!her!success.!(
( Catalina(desired!to!see!the!world.!The!Lieutenant!Nun’s!only!way!to!
experience!Spain!and!the!New!World!was!to!escape!a!life!of!enclosure!through!
changing!herself!into!a!male.!In!lieu!of!challenging!the!hierarchy!as!a!woman,!
Catalina!becomes!part!of!the!male!system!of!dominance.!She!assimilates!to!the!
privileged!sex!and!perpetuates!masculinized!standards!of!capitalism,!warrior!
aggression,!and!patriotism.!In!this!way,!Catalina!acquires!worldly!experiences!
unavailable!to!women.!In!reinforcing!the!gender!binary!the!Lieutenant!Nun!
appeases!notions!of!male!superiority.!In!a!sense,!her!desire!to!live!as!a!man!only!
perpetuates!the!male!characterization!of!female!as!weak.!She!demonstrates!the!
opposite!inclination!of!Eve,!not!to!be!an!enlightened!female,!but!to!be!an!
experienced!and!knowledgeable!male.!Her!success!as!a!man!was!directly!connected!
to!her!virginity!as!a!woman.!Catalina’s!male!inclination!depended!on!the!
maintenance!of!the!feminine!ideal,!virtue.!Through!abandoning!and!then!exploiting!
feminine!feebleness,!she!is!able!to!perpetuate!male,!Catholic,!and!racial!superiority!
so!completely!in!the!New!World!that!the!Pope!and!King!can!find!no!fault!in!her!
gender!transgression.!The!Catholic!Church!recognizes!Catalina’s!desire!as!more!of!a!
!
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man’s!inclination.!A!male,!provided!that!he!benefits!the!crown!and!faith,!has!no!
marked!predisposition!to!evil.!!!!
( Sor!Juana!is!the!epitome!of!the!obedient!nun!in!that!she!accedes!to!the!wishes!
of!the!convent!by!maintaining!the!patronage!of!high!members!of!court,!and!to!the!
members!of!court!by!continuing!to!write.(Yet,!simultaneous!involvement!in!both!
cloister!and!the!public!negates!the!vow!of!enclosure.!Essentially,!she!attempts!to!
redefine!the!limits!of!the!gender!binary!between!penitent!and!confessor!while!also!
claiming!to!adhere!to!it.!Sor!Juana!directly!challenges!the!Church!by!rejecting!the!
traditional!duties!of!the!female!religious.!Her!inclination!is!two>sided!in!that!she!not!
only!suggests!that!she!should!be!able!to!study,!but,!also!shows!that!her!knowledge!
gives!her!equal!rights!and!abilities!to!pursue!Christ!privately!without!the!
interpretational!input!of!the!male!cleric.!In!contrast!to!Santa!Teresa!and!Catalina,!
although!Sor!Juana!attempts!to!describe!her!inclination!as!divinely!inspired,!she!is!
unable!to!reconcile!worldly!studies,!monastic!responsibilities,!and!the!open!threat!
she!poses!to!the!men!who!demand!a!return!to!tradition.!!
! Sor!Juana!desires!knowledge!reserved!for!theologians!in!the!Church!or!
intellectuals!in!the!secular!world.!In!referring!to!her!desire!as!a!negra(inclinación,(
she!clearly!recognizes!the!dangers!of!her!inclination.!Still,!she!attempts!to!adjust!the!
male!interpretation!of!scripture!that!advocates!for!the!subjugation!of!women.!At!the!
moment!when!Sor!Juana’s!involvement!in!the!public!becomes!too!great,!that!is!to!
say!with!the!publication!of!La(carta(atenagórica,!her!inclination!no!longer!benefits!
!
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the!convent.!Without!the!financial!benefit!of!her!patrons,!Sor!Juana’s!inclination!
toward!knowledge!too!closely!resembles!that!of!Eve.!!
( Despite!the!vocational!and!performative!differences!between!Catalina!and!
Santa!Teresa,!both!realize!inclinations!that!are!religiously!and!socially!acceptable:!a!
desire!to!be!closer!to!God,!and!a!desire!to!abandon!femininity.!Since!Eve,!man!has!
portrayed!woman!in!such!a!way!that!teaches!women!that!an!interest!in!wisdom!is!
shameful.!Viewing!Santa!Teresa!alongside!Catalina!enables!us!as!critics!to!
understand!the!ease!with!which!the!Lieutenant!nun!receives!papal!and!royal!
approval!to!continue!her!life!as!a!man.!The!average!nun!had!to!defer!all!religious!and!
secular!authority!to!the!male!and!demonstrate!ignorance.!Catalina,!like!Santa!
Teresa,!outwardly!recognized!the!limitations!and!weakness!of!her!own!gender.!
However,!rather!than!complying!with!her!pending!vows!as!a!nun,!she!abandons!the!
cloister!to!live!the!life!of!a!man!as!a!female.!From!the!perspective!of!the!Church,!her!
manner!of!recognizing!female!propensity!to!sin!as!a!daughter!of!Eve!was!the!refusal!
of!her!own!femininity.!In!rejecting!her!role!as!a!woman,!she!receives!the!highest!
praise!for!her!services!rendered!to!the!crown!and!Church.!In!contrast,!Santa!Teresa!
constantly!dealt!with!the!threat!of!inquisitorial!intervention.!This!shows!the!
precariousness!of!the!struggle!of!the!early!modern!nun!who!devoted!herself!to!God!
and!the!convent.!!
! Sor!Juana(is!only!similar!to!Santa!Teresa!in!that!they!are!both!professed!nuns!
and!chose!to!enter!into!corrective!rhetoric!with!their!confessors.!Her!greatest!
advantage!later!served!as!her!disadvantage.!In!departing!from!many!of!the!staples!of!
!
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female!monasticism!such!as!enclosure!and!poverty,!Sor!Juana!only!gives!her!
detractors!more!evidence!with!which!to!later!demand!her!compliance.!Rather!than!
break!with!the!specifications!of!the!Church!in!regards!to!female!religious,!Catalina!
simply!opts!out!of!conventual!life!and!femininity!altogether.!Catalina’s!identity!was!
perfectly!acceptable!as!a!source!of!Catholic!propaganda.!In!contrast,!given!Sor!
Juana’s!disinterest!in!adopting!the!male!mentality!regarding!female!education,!the!
Church!could!not!use!her!inclination!toward!worldly!intellect!for!the!betterment!of!
Church!or!nation.!!
! When!considering!the!cases!of!these!three!women,!although!the!convent!
often!provided!a!female!with!a!life!more!tailored!to!individual!interests,!the!secular!
space!seemed!to!be!safer!for!the!early!modern!woman!as!long!as!she!abandoned!her!
gender.!The!Church!forces!Santa!Teresa!and!Sor!Juana!into!the!non>normative!space!
of!self>interpretation!and!public!correction!only!to!later!criticize!their!obedience.!A!
fundamental!difference!between!Santa!Teresa!and!Sor!Juana!is!that!Teresa!
acknowledges!her!desire!for!male>like!power!as!displaced!and!also!encourages!her!
confessors!to!correct!this!behavior!and!even!destroy!her!document.!Sor!Juana!
refuses!to!perpetuate!male!belief!in!feminine!incapability!and!defends!her!
divergence!from!the!traditional!monastic!path!to!divinity.(Her!call!for!inclusion!in!
the!area!of!intellectualism!only!further!accentuates!the!tolerability!of!Santa!Teresa’s!
dedication!to!compliance!and!Catalina’s!resolve!to!abandon!the!requirements!of!
femaleness.!The!Church!only!authorized!and!enabled!behavior!that!clerics!could!
restructure!and!re>present!to!society!as!common!orthodoxy.!For!the!female!
!
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religious,!the!sole!acceptable!form!of!power!was!through!Mysticism.!Conversely,!for!
a!woman!in!the!secular!space,!an!abandonment!of!femininity!that!had!a!propaganda!
value!for!the!Church!could!also!be!deemed!acceptable.!Early!modern!women!were!
not!as!powerless!as!twenty>first!century!gender!norms!might!suggest.!Provided!that!
they!were!familiar!with!logic!based!on!male!intelligence!and!beliefs!regarding!
feminine!inclination,!women!could!manipulate!male!thought!in!order!to!realize!their!
own!agenda.!Whether!they!were!successful!or!not!depended!on!how!well!they!
adhered!to!the!strict!rules!of!gender!performance.(
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